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This invention relates to new and useful improvements 
in an earth boring drill bit, and particularly to a combina 
tion rolling and scraping cutting bit. 

Earth boring drill bits have been used in the past with 
a combination scraper and roller cutter but these pre 
viously used bits have been found unsatisfactory in many 
instances for various reasons, among which was a lack 
of support for the central or inside portion of the bit. 
This combination type of bit is primarily constructed 
for drilling through formations of varying hardness. 
As is well known, in the drilling of wells and the like 
some of the formations which are encountered are soft 
and sticky and others are hard and brittle. -By using 
this combination type bit, the bit is satisfactory for drill 
ing through the various types of formation since the 
blade type scraping cutter is generally preferable for 
soft formations, while the rolling cutter type tooth cutter 
is better for the hard formations. Thus, in the soft and 
sticky formations the scraping cutter is primarily the only 
cutting means, while in the hard and brittle formations 
the rolling cutter is primarily the only cutting means. 
This results in an undue strain with possible vibrations, 
shearing or breakage of the various bits if the central por 
tion of the scraping cutter and the roller cutter are not 
adequately supported. 

Furthermore, in the prior devices of this type, the 
slush or mud has been supplied through passages at sub 
stantially the same velocity and amount with respect to 
both the drag blade and the roller cutter so that an ex 
cessive wear and abrasion resulted on the roller cutter. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
a combination rolling and scraping cutting bit for earth 
bore drilling in which the scraping cutter and the roll 
ing cutter are interconnected by a bridge element or con_ 
necting means, whereby their central or inner portions 
are adequately supported to prevent excessive wear or 
other damage thereto. 
An important object of this invention is to provide 

in the combination bit of this invention, a pair of slush 
or mud passages, one serving the drag bit blade and 
the other one serving the roller cutter for cleaning the 
same, together with means for controlling the velocity 
of flow through the respective passages to provide the 
desired ?uid streams from a single ?uid source. 
Another object of this invention is to a combination 

scraper and roller cutter bit having a bridge element 
therebetween, wherein a protective and cutting element 
is associated with the bridge element to protect said 
bridge element against wear from the well formation 
and at the same time to perform an auxiliary cutting 
action. 

Other and further objects of this invention will be 
come apparent when the following description is con 
sidered in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 

Figure 1 is a vertical view of the combination bit of 
this invention, partly in section and partly in elevation, 
illustrating the relationship of the scraping cutter and 
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the rolling cutter as well as the slush or mud passages 
supplying the slush or mud thereto, 

Figure 2 is an elevational view of the connector means 
or bridge element of this invention, illustrating the shaft 
portion extending therefrom and the relative inclination 
of the connector means or bridge element with respect 
to the drag bit blade, 

Figure 3 is a plan view looking at the bottom of the 
combination bit of this invention along line 3-3 of 
Figure 1, and illustrating the relationship of the various 
elements, as well as the slush passage for supplying slush 
to the drag bit blade, 

Figure 4 is an elevational view looking at the com 
bination bit along line 4-4 of Figure 1, and further 
illustrating the relationship of the various elements of this 
bit. ‘ 

Referring now to Figure 1,. therein can be seen the 
combination bit of this invention generally designated 
by the letter A. This combination bit A is primarily 
intended for earth bore drilling, such as in the drilling 
of oil, gas and water wells, and the like. This drilling 
bit A includes the head 10 having the usual threaded box 
11 at its upper end for connection with a conventional 
drill string. This head 10 has a downward or depend 
ing lug 12 to which is attached the scraping cutter or 
drag bit blade 14. This drag bit blade 14 is of usual con 
struction and may be a?ixed to the lug 12 by suitable 
means, such as welding. The blade 14 is substantially 
?at and is tapered inwardly at its lower portion 14a to 
form the relatively sharp cutting edge 140. The cutting 
face 14b has preferably mounted thereon various inserts 
15, which may be of a hard wearing material, such as 
tungsten carbide and similar materials. These inserts 15 
are suitably spaced to present a hard wearing surface 
in the drilling of the earth bore. The relatively sharp 
cutting edge 14c is inclined inwardly and upwardly to 
ward the center of the bit so that the maximum pene 
tration of the bit is along the outer periphery thereof. 

Positioned substantially diametrically opposite from 
the depending lug 12 and the drag bit blade 14 is a de 
pending leg 16. This depending leg 16 has a downward 
ly and inwardly inclined spindle 16a having a hollow 
bore 17 therein. This spindle 16a has suitable races for 
receiving the roller bearings 18 and 19, as well as the 
ball bearings 20. These bearings 18 and 19, as well as 
ball bearings 20, permit anti-friction support of the roll 
ing cutter 21 which is mounted for rotation thereon. 
The roller cutter 21 is illustrated as having two sets of 

substantially adjacent cutter teeth 21a and 21b, but, of 
course, the cutter 21 may be of any type construction. As 
best seen in Figure 1, the cutter teeth 21a and 21b do not 
extend entirely across the one-half of the bit or bore hole 
diameter, although the drag blade or scraper cutter 14 
does extend across approximately one-half of the bit 
diameter and the inner portion thereof extends substan 
tially to the center line of the bit A. 
A bridge element or connector means 25 is formed 

integral with a cylindrical shaft 26 which extends into and 
is secured within the bore of the spindle 16a by weld 
metal 35 or similar means. The bridge element is formed 
with a lateral extension 27 which is adapted to be welded, 
or otherwise secured, to the inner portion of the blade 
14 and thus the bridge element functions to span the 
space between the roller cutter and the blade. The bridge 
25 is also provided with a downwardly extending projec~ 
tion 28 which has the lower edge shaped to form an auxil 
iary or supplemental blade. The auxiliary blade 28 to 
gether with the cutter 21 extend for substantially one-half 
of the bit diameter. 
The auxiliary blade 28 serves to protect the bridge ele 

ment 25 against wear from the well formation, for with 
out the blade 28, the formation would be forced against 
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the bridge 25 during drilling so that it would be gradually 
worn away, thus destroying the support and connection 
between the roller cutter 21 and the drag blade 14 pro 
vided by the bridge 25. Additionally, the blade 28 per 
forms an auxiliary cutting action near the center of the 
bit, thereby supplementing the cutting performed by the 
blade 14 and roller cutter 21. The inner edge 28a of the 
blade 28 is sufliciently close to the inner edge 14d of the 
blade 14 that any core tending to form therebetween will 
be so weak that it will disintegrate before causing any 
wear on the bridge element 25. 

In the drilling operation with the combination bit of 
this type, it is desirable that the slush or drilling mud be 
supplied to the bit from a common source. It is also de 
sirabl‘e that the rate of flow and the quantity of drilling 
mud or slush being supplied to the cutter 21 is less than 
that being supplied to the drag bit blade 14. To accom 
plish this objective, a pair of slush passages 36 and 37 
are utilized‘ in the bit head 10. These passages 36 and 
37 are of the dual velocity construction disclosed in the 
copending U. S. patent application, Serial No. 263,054, 
?led December 24, 1951, by Robert G. Peter and Elmer 
J. Volmert. Thus, the passage 36 is of conventional con 
struction, being simply a hole or a tube through the head 
10 which directs the slush to the blade 14. The passage 
37, however, includes a sleeve 38 mounted in the head 10 
by threads 39, or other equivalent means. A seal ring 40 
may be provided below threads 39, if desired. Openings 
or ori?ces 42' are provided in the sleeve 38. As ex 
plained in detail in the copending application above re 
ferred to, the openings 42 are of lesser diameter than the 
passage 36 and also the passage 37, thereby reducing the 
volume slush passing therethrough from the upper part 
of the bit head 10. To reduce the velocity of the slush 
directed against the roller cutter 21 as well as the volume, 
the openings 42' are disposed substantially diametrically 
opposite from each other, whereby the streams from the 
openings 42 oppose each other as they enter the passage 
37, thus dissipating the slush velocity in a churning action 
with the slush then passing downwardly through the pas 
sage 37 at a relatively slow velocity as compared to its 
velocity as it passes through the openings 42. 

Thus, it can be seen that the drag blade 14‘ would be 
supplied with slush or mud from the same source as sup 
plies the roller cutter 21, such mud to the cutter 21 being 
supplied at a lower velocity and in reduced volume as 
compared to the mud supplied to the blade 14, thereby 
preventing the wearing away or abrasion of the rolling 
cutter teeth and other parts thereof due to excessive wear 
under high velocity and large quantities of slush. 
The foregoing disclosure and descn'ption of the inven 

tion is illustrative and explanatory thereof and various 
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changes in the size, shape and materials, as well as in the 
details of the illustrated construction may be made, with 
in the scope of the appended claims, without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An earth boring drill including a head, a down 

wardly depending lug thereon to which is attached a ?at 
tened drag bit blade extending across substantially one 
half of the transverse diameter of said drill, a downwardly 
depending leg on said head provided with a downwardly 
and inwardly inclined spindle having a hollow bore there 
in longitudinally of said spindle and upon which spindle 
is mounted a frusto-conical roller cutter for rotation 
thereon, said leg being positioned substantially diametri 
cally opposite said drag bit blade, said roller cutter occu 
pying less than one-half of the transverse diameter of said 
drill thereby providing an unoccupied space between said 
roller cutter and said drag bit blade, a bridge element 
between said‘ roller cutter and said drag bit blade having 
one portion thereof secured‘ to said drag bit blade and 
secured atanother portion thereof to said spindle by a 
shaft secured in said spindle bore and to said depending 
leg whereby the formerly unoccupied space is bridged by 
said bridge element to provide a rigid support between 
said cutter and said blade. 

2'. The bit as set forth in claim 1, wherein said bridge 
element is provided with an integral downwardly project 
ing cutting blade portion extending downwardly as far as 
the cutting edge on said drag bit blade and being co 
planar therewith. 

3‘. The bit as set forth in claim 1, wherein said head is 
provided with a pair of spaced, parallel, downwardly ex 
tending slush passages, one for supplying slush to said 
drag bit blade and‘ the other for supplying slush to said 
roller cutter, the slush coming from a common source 
above said passages, the passage supplying slush to said 
drag bit blade being unobstructed, the passage supplying 
slush to said roller cutter being provided with a sleeve 
having therein a longitudinal bore of less diameter than 
the diameter of said drag bit blade slush passage, said 
bore communicating with said roller cutter at its lower 
end and with a pair oflateral diametrically disposed open 
ings at its upper end for controlling the velocity and 
volume of the slush passing therethrough to said roller 
cutter. 
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